UNION MEN EXILED

Business Men Turn Autocrats and Drive Working Man From Their Homes. Working Men of the West and Northern States Are Under Unparalleled Assault of the Employers. Labor Authorities Release From Prison by Order of the Supreme Court.

The story of the industrial warfare on the workers is being told today in Chicago. More than one hundred workers have been driven from their homes. This is one of the worst instances of the attacks on labor in the United States.

Some of the workers have been exiled to the outlying parts of the city. Others have been driven from their homes in the suburbs. The employers have used the police and the courts to accomplish their purpose.

The situation is serious, and the workers are being forced to take action.

The Socialists of Chicago are calling for a general strike to protest the exiling of workers and demand the immediate return of those who have been driven from their homes.

SOCIALISM AND KAISER BILL

A Lady Corrects the Paradoxes of the Kaiser Movement.

It is the paradox of the Kaiser movement that it is supported by the working people of Germany. The Kaiser is the embodiment of the capitalist class, and the working people are the enemy of the capitalist class. How can the working people support the Kaiser?

The Kaiser is a tool of the capitalist class, and the working people are the enemy of the capitalist class. How can the working people support the Kaiser?
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Signs of the Times

Editorial and News Items from the Chicago Chronicle.

The following editorial with the title "Is He A "Steal" King?" and the related news item about the "Steel" and "Blood" of the era...